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,The ViSiting Women Scientists Pilot-Program

OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM

1977 the. ational Science Foundation awardelia'contract to the Center

for Edu ationa Research' ,and Evaluation of .the Research Triangle Institute-

(RTI) in North Carolina -for the design and implementation of a Visiting .Women

Scientists. Program to motivate female high school- students to consider and
r.

pursue'careers in science and technology.

The design phaie included the development of (1) a rosXerof women scientists;
. ,

(2) a logistical plan for. scheduling and conducting visits; q3) .materials to

be used. in the program and (4) plans for evaluating the program. Feedback

from a five-member Advisory Panel' ,was used, to'revise the plans for the pilot

program, and the forms and procedures to'be used wereapproved by the Federal

Office of Management and Budget. A complete descript of the planning

activities' can be found in the PhaSe I Final Report.2

were:

The objectives established for the Visiting Women Scientists Program

1: To provide an opportunity for high school students to meet and
. interact with women scientists role models. .

2. To provide examples of women in a variety of science careers.

'3. To provide evidence of women who have combined personal lives
and successful careers in a variety;lof ways..

4. -.To provide infOrmation about: the impotance of science and
scientists in solving world problems.

'5. -To. provide information about science and technology job
tunities for women in the future (including emerging careers), .

and equal opportunity laws and affirmative action progratas whiCh
guarantee women access to these opportunities.

6. To provide inforMation about the preparation needed for various
science careers, -the importance of keeping various options open,
and the sources of financial aid which are available for, obtaining_
this preparation.

1The members of the Advisory Panel were Ms. Despina
Dr. Alma Lantz, Darolyn MacDonald; Ms. Diane Payne,
Ruina

2"The Development of a Visiting Wothen Scientists Program for
Secondary Schools: 'Phase I Final, Report." .National Science, Foundation,
Washington, .D.C., October 1977.

oinaderis,
Ms.. Edith.
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7. To encourage teachers and counselors to provide support and
encouragement to women who are considering science careers.

8. To promote the attitude among both males and females that
science careers are appropriate' for women as well as men.

To -'encourage high school females to seek' additional infor_ won
about women in science careers, and to provide help in obtaining
suchinformation.

The pilot program consisted of visits-to 110 high schools across the

United States; with a few exceptions each school was visited by both a woman

'.scientist and an RTI field repreSentative. The field representative was

responsible for working out the schedule for the day's activities with the

school, for preparing-the woman scientist.for the visit, and for assisting in

the conduct of the visit. ).

-Principals in a national sample of high schools were asked about their

schools' interest in participating in'the program; those that expressed in-

terest were randomly assigned to experimental and control groups. In addition

to'the :visit, the experimental schools received a film to be shown before the

visit; and both experimental and control schools received a resource packet of

science career information. Students in both groups were given the opportunity

to request additional informition by returning a postage-paid postcard.

Typically, a circuit of 3sor 4 schools in a geographic area was visited

by an RTI field representative"and a woman scientist from the area within a 4

or 5 day period. Half of the circuits were, randomly assigned to receive

visits from women scientists chosen from the raster developed for this program;

the remaining circuits were to receive visits from women scientists wha were

"handpicked" based on recommendations. A total of 40 women scientists were

involved in the pilot program visits.

Each visit consisted of some combination of the following activities:

1. a large group meeting usually consisting of tenth grade female
students (up to 150 students); A

2. one or more seminars, for female students who were particularly
interested in exploring-science career opportunities; these seminars-
were generally limited to '30 students each.;

meetings. with- individual classes (which usually included both
female and male students);

3,



4. a meeting with school personnel including counselors,' librarians,
and representatives of the science, mathematics and social science
departMents;

5. a time when the woman scientist and field representative would
be available to chat with interested students on an informal
basis; and

6. an informal meeting with the principal and/or contact person.

Evaluation of the program was based on data provided by students, school

contact persons, women scientists, and field representatives. In addition,

RTI central staff members observed a.number.of the visits. Although there

were a few problems in the pilot program, student reactions to the visits were

quite favorab-2, and both women scientists and school contact persons responded

overwhelmingly in favor of future participation in the program. In addition,

comparisons between experimental and control groups showed that the program

was effective in encouraging female students to seek additional inforMation

,about science careers.

This report presents highlights of the Visiting Women Scientists Program.

The,selection of high schools to be visited is described inSection II, while

Section III describes the procedures used in selecting the women scientists.'

The progzaz's operations are described in Section:IV, and'Section y presents-

the evaluation results. A more detailed treatment of the-rocedures and

results of the pilot program can be found. in the Phase II technical report:3

II. SELECTION OF HIGH SCHOOLS TO BE VISITED

-
The design ofthe pilot Visiting Women Scientists Program included,coatact-

.

ing a national probability 'Sample of 324 high schools. Prio'r to contacting

the schools, RTI submitted the plans'for.the'prOgram to' the Council of Chief

State School Officers' Committee on Evaluation and Information Systems.(gEIS),

to the Chief State School Officer in each state with samidie-sthoolse and to

the Federal Office of Management and Budget. ''Following receipt'of.approval

.from these groups, a letter,was sent to each of the 324 high schools., along

3"The Visiting *men Scientists'Pilot Program, 1978.". .(Final Report)
National Science Foundation, Washiffgton,.D:C., August 1978.



with a brochure describing the Visiting Women Scientists Program and a form to

use in indicating if the school wished to participate in the program. In each

case the district superintendent was informed that the; school was being contacted.

A total of 134 of the 324 schools'indicated that they would like to

participate in the pilot program. Based on the response from this national

sample, it was estimated that approxitately 39 percent `of the high schools in

the nation would wish to participate in the Visiting Women Scientists Program

if given the opportunity using contact procedures similar to those used in the

pilot program.

Interested schools were grouped geographically into 30 clusters of from 2

to 6 schools each, and schools within each.cluster were tandomly assigned'to

experimental and control groups. The experimental 'schools in each cluster

constituted a circuit to be visited by' a woman scientist and an RTI field
,

representative during a single week. Since many of these circuits contained

fewer than 4 schools, additional schools were contacted about participating in

the program. These "extra" schools were chosen either because,of geogrphic

proximity to experimental schools or because. they had contacted RTI and expressed

interest in participating.

A total of 129 schools (86 experimental and 43 "extra") were scheduled

for visits. Since the circuit approach necessitated scheduling as many as 4

visits in a geographic area in a single week"; it was not possible to allow the

schools to select the dates of their visits. While care was taken to avoid

scheduling visits during vacation times or other dates the Schools were not in

session, approximately one-fourth of the schpols experienced some difficulty

with the scheduled date. The most common scheduling probleris were: schools

closed due to snow, the visit date was too close to avocation; and the visit

date conflicted with other school activities such as,competency testing.

Seventy-four percent of the visits took place on the scheduled dates, 11

percent occurred on rescheduled dates, and 15 percent were cancelled either at

the school's reciuest,or because rescheduling was not-possible.

As was intended, the 110 schools which were visited were a good cross

sectiod of-the high schools across the United States. Included in the 110

schools.were 97 public schools, 10 Catholic schoolS;\and 3 independent private
1

schools. All 4 census regions of the country were represented, as were rural,,

small city; urban and suburban areas.' The visited'schools ranged in size from



less than 100 to more than 4,006 students enrolled in grades 10 through 12.

The visited schools also varied in their racial composition, with 15 of the

schools having predominantly black or Hispanic enrollments.

III. SELECTION OF WOMEN SCIENTISTS

A roster of women scientists interested in participating in the Visiting

Women Scientists Program was developed by mailing application forms and'infor-

mation to a variety of women scientists whose names were obtained in several

ways:

(1) sampl0 from available rosters of women in professional science
orgp-ti ation's such as the American Astronomical Society, and the
American Statistical Association;

(2) recommendations by people in various disciplines and organiza-
tions such as the' American Chemical Society's Women Chemists
Committee;

(3). responses either .by phone or letter to announcements of the
program placed in various newsletters,_suchas-The NSF Bulletin
and,The Association for. Women in Science Newsletter;

(4) portrayals of women scientists in various articles, pamphlets,
etc., such as "Space for Women" and "I'm Madly in Love With
Electricity;"

(5) ".registration lists o the national convention of the Society of
Amen Engineers and the Engineering Foundation; and

(6) miscellaneous requests for information and application forms from
men scientists who did not mention their source of introduction

o the program.
. 0

Approximately 1,200 application forms were mailed to women scientists

during Septembe'r and October 1977;-the roster consisted of those women scien-

tists who returned-completed application forms to RTI. To ensure that the

group of-visitorS would include women with a variety of educational and occupa-

tional experiences as_well as differing personal characteristics, the applica-

tion form requested information about area of science, degrees obtained,

employment status, job activities, marital status, and race. In addition,

respondents were asked to indicate the types of information they believed

should be conveyed to high school students during the Visiting Women Scientists

' 'Program.



For cost reasons, geographic location was a prime consideration in select-

ing women scientists to conduct the visits in each circuit. In selecting

women scientists, priority was given to those who had indicated they would be

able to visit 3 to 5 schools on consecutive days. Responses to the question

about information to be Conveyed. to students were used to screen out those

women scientists who appeared bitter about the treatment of women or who

appeared to advocate a single lifestyle as the answer for all women.

Tie Advisory Panel used projections of employment opportunities to recom-

mend the following mix for the visiting women scientists: approximately 60

percent of the visitors should be women scientists employed'in industry; no
-

more than 15 percent should be biologists; and no more than 15 percent should.

be social scientists. However, the composition of the roster along with

geographic and scheduling constraints made it difficult to meet these criteria.

The'40 women scientists who participated in the pilot program included 13

engineers, 12 physical scientists, 6 biological scientists, 5 mathematicians,

and 4 social scientists. Sixteen of the visiting women scientists were empfoyed

in profit-making organizations, 14 held academic positions, 8 worked in govern-

ment and 2 were employed by non-profit organizations, Thirty-three of the

visitors wereCaucasian, 5 were Black, and 2 were Mexican-American. Eighteen

of the 40 women scientists had obtained their doctoral degrees, 12 had master's

as their highest degree, and 10 had not gone beyond the bachelor's. Based on

the assumption that the year of award of a bachelor's degree is a reasonable

measure of age, a good balance across a span of ages was represented, with 6

visitors having received their earliest degree before 1955 (1 as early as

1936) and 8 since 1974.

The major problem in scheduling women scientists for visits was finding

women scientists who would make a.commitment to visit an entire circuit of

schools in one week. Although the majority of the-applicants had indicated a

willingness to visit schools on consecutive days, a number of the women scien-

tists who were contacted about participating in the pilot program could'cN so

only during a specific period of time, such as spring break. As a result 8

circuits had to be "split," i.e., twr- --men scientists each visited diffeient
if

schools within the circuit. ,

6
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\../1
-, resource packet of,materials describing.career opportunities in the biological,

IV. DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM OPERATIONS

The Visiting Women Scientists Program included as an essential part of

its operations the role of field representative. When the pilot Visiting

Women Scientists Program was being designed, it was anticipated that the field

representative would act as.a local' liaison, arranging-the details of visits

with the 'school contact persons and ensuring that each woman scientist would

be sufficiently prepared for her visits. The field representative was to

-reduce the burden on participating schools and women scientists and help avoid

logistical problems. Four field representatives, each of whom had a degree'in

a science field, were employed on a full-time basis during theofour months of

the visits. The field representatives were trained for the visits in a week-

long session.at RTI.

After the visit date was scheduled-by the RTI central staff, the field

representatives worked with the designated school contact persons by telephone

in arranging the specific activities to,Aie conducted during the daylong visit,

chooSing from a list of activities which had been described in RTI corre-

spondence with the contact person. Also, after RTI central staff made initial

contacts with wpmen scientists and sent them materials describing the program

and their general role, the field represggtatives were responsible for inform-

ing the women scientists of the ge4iled schedule of activities in each of

their schools, and for discussing their specific roles and presentations in

the,schools. ,During the school visits, the field representatives assisted in.
o'

conducting many of the activities and worked with the school contact person to

resolve any problems that occurred. 6a
Approximately one week before the:date of the visit, the school contact

person received,a film entitled 7he Women's Prejudice Film.!' The school was

asked ty show this film- to all female students who would be involved in the
-s

Visiting Women Scientists-Program. The film and an accompanying brochure

which had_been developed7by RTI wer. primarily awareness materials for tenth

grade female students and other female students who had not previously given

much thought to the possibility of

those in science and engineering.

dents in 83 schools; the remaining

all or had not done se by the time

entering non-traditional careers, including

The film was shown to\more than 20,000 stu7

27 schools either did not show the film at

of the visit. Each school also received a

7
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physical and social sciences, as sell as those in engineering and mathematics.

The contact, person was requested to place the resource packet in the guidance

office or some othe place where it would be accessible to students.
. ,

'The various types of activit4s which were generally included in the

visit schedule established by the field representative and the school contact

person are discussed below.

1. Large group meetings for female students. -Schools were asked to

arrange a large group meeting of tenth grade female students, and about half

of the schools arranged Such .a meeting. Large 1,chools sometimes selected a

portion of the tenth grade females for the 1A6eting, or they arranged two gr

more separate meetings for these students. Ome schools also included students

from grades 11 and 12 in large group meetings.

Tenth grade females were a major target of the program because they could

be made aware of the potential for women in science and engineering careers at

a time when they could still redirect their high school program to clude

more mathematics and science. The general approach towards the ten grade

females in the large group meetings was to provide them with an oppo tunity to

meet a woman scientist role model and to raise their consciousnesslevel.

The field representative typically .introduced herself and the woman

scientist, then presented a brief overview of the program's purposes and some

of the issues associated with women in science. The field representative

usually finished her presentation in about 15 minutes and then introduced the

visiting woman scientist, who used another 15-20 minutes for her prJsentation.
4

There was a great deal of variation in these presentations depending upon the

activities and personalities.
cr

the particular woman scientist. Many of the

women scientists prepared d ohstrations related to their jobs: One woman

scientist brought an actual cross section of a cylinder head from an aircraft

engine in order to describe her research on fuel injectors to the students; an

engineer, assembled a miniature water treatment system from test tubes and

demonstrated how the system removed hardness (calcium and magnesium) from

water using sodium zeolite resins; a third woman scientist, a geophyiicist in

the petroleum industry, brought along several specimens to explain the tools

of a geophysicist and show what oil and gas really'look like in their natural

states.

Jia
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Some women scientists brought slides or pictures related to jobs, including

state population and migration patterns, cultural anthropologists at work, and

physiological slides, of different animals; others showed slides of themselves

at home with their families and friends, or enjoylag their leisure moments in

recreational activities.

In addition, the scientists' talked to the students about their

education, training and personal backgrounds. Many related how they happened

to choose a scientific career; some had aspired to such careers from an early

age while --' rs seemingly stumbled into them or made later career decisions.

-Some talky at the problems associated with combining a career in science

'and technology with a full family life and the ways in which.they resolved

these problems.

After the woman scientist had completed her presentation, the field

representative usually took the lead again to conduct a question and answer

session. (as time and the large group atmosphere allowed), tell the students

about the career. materials being .ft at the school, and hand out the postcards.

which'the students could use tc obtn_ more information about women in science

'careers.

2. ) Seminars with approximaly female students. .Schools were encour-

aged schidule one or more seminz.s for approximately
t
20 females from grades

eleven and twelve. Sir junior and seniors could not so easily redirect

their high school programs 4 clude more mathematics and science, schoolS

were encouraged invite ,r select female students who were particularly

interested in a Science career, or who were taking electives in math and

science. The major purposes of these seminars'were (a) to reinforce the

notiohs that women can be interested and successful in science careers and

that they can combine these careers with full private lives, and <b) to provide,

specific information in response to the students' questions.

The seminars varied a great deal in size, depending upon interest and

facilities, and some schools involved sophomores, as well as juniors and

seniors. Many schools limited participation to females taking elective math
-

and science courses.; soe schools selected the students for the seminars, and-

others allowed the students to decide whether or not they wanted to attend.

The field representative generally stressed a few major- points in each

seminar: more women are entering the traditionally male fields of science and

engineering; because of new attitudes and federal laws there are many opportuni-

9



ties for women in science; one does not have to be a genius to succeed in a

career in science or engineering, but high school females should definitely

take electives in science and math in order to have the option of entering

these careers later.

If the woman scientist hadprepared ademonstration or some type of slide

present'ation, she would often open her presentation with it and then add a

discussion of the problems associated with_oombining a successful career and a

personal life, using examples from her own situation or those of colleagues.

Specific questions from the students were then answered by both the field

representative and the woman scientist.

3. Meetings with science, mathematics-and social science classes.

Schools often arranged to have the visitors meet with classes which included

both males and females. However, as the program piogressed it became clear

that many of the objectives of the program were best implemented when the

activities were conducted with all-female groups. 'Because of their overall

greater interest in science, male students often dominated discussions about

science careers, and this may have reinforced the notion that science is a

males domain. In addition, the female students almost never raised questions

concerning the problems associated with combining personal lives and success-

ful careers when males were present. Therefore, field represenatives increas-

ingly encouraged schools to arrange all-female seminars rather than classroom

visits.

When visits were scheduled with intact classes, the field representatives

and women scientists conducted their activities much sin the seminars.

Because of the presence of males (in many cases more males than females were

present) the presentations and discussions tended more toward factual aspects

of science and engineering careers than toward the specific opportunities and

problems of young women aspiring to those careers.

4. Informal conversations with interested female students. A number of

schools arranged to have a period of time set aside for highly motivated

female science students to meet with the visitors. Some schools would arrange

for 5-10 students to meet together, with the field representative and woman

scientist; others arranged for individuals to have a short period 'of time with

the visitors. In most cases, the students had' already attended a session

10
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earlier in the day-arid had a good\idda. of the purposes of the program and' the

assistance-theicould expect frorn'stie. visitors. Therefore, the students and
_

. . .

visitors were .able to move quickly.Ao spedific iniviaua35cOncerns. -
.

. . I- .,".t,
,

.

5. A meeting with'caunselorteachers and other school' personnel. The

schoolcontact person was asked to schedule a meeting with interested st4ff,
. V

including Some Of the fallowini: :guidance counselors;_teacherS in. the areas
.

e

of science, math and social science; school librarianSi and other interested
c,

school, or district personnel. There were three purposes for this meeting:-to

explain the goals,and rationale of the Visiting Women Scientists Program 'to

these staff members and tell th6m what the visitors were doing in their school;

to describe the resource packet of materials which was sent to the school; and
.

.

..... to discuss the overall topic of women in science; eliciting any ideas the

staff might have as to, how the National science Foundation could assistschool's

in encouraging more high sc °cal females to continue in 'science and engineering.
,/

i
.

Since it was often very difficult for the contact person to arrange an
,

effective meeting because of the operational,problems associated with school

schedules, 23 of the 110 schools did nat'schedule astaff meeting. Most of

the 87 staff meetingsi_which were held inclUded at least' one counselor and at
4

least one science teacher, but many of, the meetings did not include any mathe-

matics or social science teachers.

More than 15,000 studentswere seen in the three formal activities at the

110,schools:. 6,739 in large groups (4,195 of whom were tenth grade females);

4,713 in.seminars; and 4,251 in classes.' At least 1 large group presentation

was4onducted in 55 of the 110 schools; in all, there were 78 large group

meetings, with an average attendahce of 86 students per meeting. In:the 85

schools which scheduled.seminars, there were a total of 213 seminars with an

average of 22 students in each. There were 155 presentations to class'groups

in 61 different schools with an average of 27 students per session.

Acrbss all participating schoolsthere was an average of about 4 formal

meetings with students per day. If the counselor/staff meetings are included,

the average number of formal meetings per day was nearly 5. These figures do

not include.informil contacts with individual students, principals and contact

persons"
- ?
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V. EVALUATION OF THE VISITING WOMEN SCIENTISTS PROGRAM.

While an important purpose of the Visiting Somen Scientists Program was

tp provide information about-women in science careers,. wads clear from the

outset that a singletession"with.a woman scientist could not possibly fulfill'

tall of the students' information needs. Consequently, encouraging high school

females to-seek additional information was established as'a major gal of the,'

program. There-was also interest in obtaining 'subjective evaluations of the
,

feasibility and effectiveness of the Visiting Women Scientists Program from

students, women scientists, and school contact persons.

A number of forms were used to collect data from program participants.

Field representatives, women scientists, and school contact persons completed

"Record of Visit" forms detailing the events of the visit and their reactions

to them. Students were asked to complete brief questionnaires, and those who

desired additional information'about women in science careers were asked to

return a postage-paid postcard indicating the types of inlormation desired.

Finally, one 'month after the visit, the contact person was asked about the use

of the resource packet and other evidence. of the program's impact) Students

in the control schools were alsogiven an opportunity to request additional

information by postcard, and contact persons in these schools wereasked about

the use_ of the resource packet. The results of the program evaluation are

presented below.

o

1. Student use of postcards to request additional information. Each.

Student who participated in the Visiting Women Scientists Program was given a

postcard to use in requesting additional information.4 The evaluation design

- included a comparison of the postcard returnrate for-etenth grade females in

, experimental and con trelschools. For this reason, field representatives wer e

asked to record the number of postcards distributed to tenth grade females,

and the contact person in each control school received a supply of-postcards

with instructions to distribute the postcards to all tenth grade females in

.'the school.

4Students who requested information were mailed a copy of the American
College Testing.Program's booklet "Women in Science and Technology: Careers
for Way and Tomorrow."

,
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The rate' of postcard return fr4Ltedth grade females in. experimental=
r

schools was 21 percent. In contrast,. t4: rate of return from tenth grade

females in the control schoolS was 6 percent- This difference.between experi-,

.mental and control schools is statistically significant beyond the .05 level.

2. -Specific types of additional informatibn'requested. The students

'could use the postcards to request any or all of 5 types of information. For

females, the most frequentlyrequested informiition was "job opportunities ia

science and technology for women 'inithefuture".(88 percent),, followed closely,

by "what high school courses and college,maiorare reviled for science .

careers" (84 percent). Seventy-two percent of the female students who returned

postcards asked for information about "what it's like on the job in a science
-career," and 68 percent-wanted to know mare about how'educational expenses

might be financed. RelaIively few (49 percent)of:the female students who

'returned postcards aiked,ior information on "ways women can combine family

life and a successful science career."
-

resource: ket'S. Approximately one3. Student and school use of

month after each visit, the.,Catatt person ws' as d-,to Coinplete a brief
rN

questionnaire ab t the_ act of the Visiting Wome Scientists Program. nd.q%(,__,
the use of the res rce r:,cket. Control schOols hadLalso received re urce

packets, and contact persons in these schools were lso asked to

brief questionnaire.

Fifty-seven percent of the experimental schools,
s; 1

of the control schools, indicated that more thanthe

students had sought information about science career?:

were asked about requests during the month since the

lete a

compared tb 38 percent

usual numbek of female

Experimenal schools

Visit While cntrol

schools were asked about the month since they had received4he;res ure packet.)

This difference between experimenta and control schoolslwas significant\ .

beyond the_.05 level, a second indication that the VisitingWomen Scientists

Program was effective in encouraging, female students to seek further informa-

tion about science careers.

Contact' persons in both experimental and control school's were also asked

if the resource packet had been used by each of a_number of types of people.

A-majority of both the experimental schools and the control schools (85 percent

and 73 percent, respecti'vely) reported that some students had used the resource'

p-acket. It appears that sending a resource packet to schools even without
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visiting them 'is an effective means of making information available to students.

In contrast, sending schools postcards for students to use In requesting

information apparently has little effect unless'these schools also receive

visits.

Although most experimental and control schools had used the resource.

_packet, very few of the schools had ordered any of the materials listed in the
.

resource packet or annotated bibliography. Only 7 percent of the experimental
P

,

schools indicated they had already ordered materials, and-another 12 percent

indicated they planned to order some. These results were not significantly

different from those in the control schools where 3 percent had already ordered

materials and-an additional 13 percent planned to do so.

4. Student evaluations of the Visiting Women Scientists Program.,

Students who participated in the Visiti6g Women Scientists Program were asked

to- complete a brief evaluation questionnaire. The visits Were generally well

received; 29 percent of the students rated their meeting excellent, 55 percent

rated it good, 12 percent fair, and 1 percent poor, with the remaining 3

percent omitting the Westion. Not surprisingly, a largerpercentage of

females than males considered themeeting excellent (31 versus 21 percent).

There was no discernible pattern of program ratings based on the charac-

teristics of the women.scientists who had participated in the Program. When

analyzed separately for each of the 40 women .Scientists, the percent of students

rating their meeting excellent varied considerably,Jrom 5 percent to more

than 50 percent. (The percent rating their meeting either excellent or good

varied from 55 percent to 100 percent, with the majority falling in the 80 to

90 percent range.) However, the group of scientists with the highest ratings

and the group with the lowest ratings each included women from a variety of

science areas, types of employment, ages,-'and degree levels. Some of each
p

group were selecteT,from the roster, and some were selected because they had

'been recommended as particularly effective public speakers who would relate

well to high school students.

Students were also asked to rate the program's value in providing paAicular

types of information. As measured by the percent of "very valuable" responses,

the Visiting Women.Scientists Program was most successful in communicating the

importance of keeping one's options open by taking mathematics and science in

high school and in encouraging students to seek further information.



5. Interest in future participation in the Visiting,Women Scientists

Program. When asked_if they would be interested-in-participating in the

Visiting Women Scientists Program in the future, all 40 women scientists said

yes. Ninety -nine of the 110 visited schools indicated therwould like to

participate in the future if-the program were to be continued, 4 said no, and

7 did not respond.
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